# 4-H Puppy Application

**NAME**

**AGE**

**GRADE**

**SEX**

**HEIGHT/WEIGHT**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY/STATE**

**ZIP**

**TELEPHONE NUMBER**

**area code**

**COUNTY**

**NAME OF 4-H CLUB**

**NAME OF 4-H LEADER**

**NAMES OF PARENTS**

**DOES MOTHER WORK**

**WHAT HOURS**

**WORK TELE. NUMBER**

**DOES FATHER WORK**

**WHAT HOURS**

**WORK TELE. NUMBER**

**NAMES & AGES OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS:**

**WHAT EXPERIENCE HAVE YOU HAD WITH DOGS?**

__________________________

__________________________

**IF YOU HAVE PETS, GIVE BREED, AGE & SEX:**

__________________________

__________________________

**DO YOU HAVE A FENCED YARD/PEN?**

__________________________

**IF NOT, WHERE WILL YOU KEEP YOUR PUPPY?**

__________________________

**WILL YOUR PUPPY SLEEP IN YOUR BEDROOM?**

__________________________

**IF NOT, WHERE?**

__________________________

**WILL YOU PAY FOR VETERINARY CARE?**

__________________________

(Guide Dogs pays for innoculations and boarding of a female in season)

**DO YOU AGREE TO RETURN THE PUPPY TO GUIDE DOGS FOR THE BLIND, INC. WHEN IT IS NEEDED FOR TRAINING?**

__________________________

**PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR APPLICATION PROCEDURES AND MAP INFORMATION**

**SIGNATURE OF 4-H MEMBER**

**DATE**

**SIGNATURE OF PARENT**

**DATE**

**SIGNATURE OF COUNTY GUIDE DOG ADVISOR**

**DATE**

**SIGNATURE OF COUNTY EXT. AGENT**

**DATE**

---

**PUP'S NAME**

**REG. NO.**

**DATE WHELPED**

**BREED**

**DATE DELIVERED**

**HOW DELIVERED**

---
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Extension Service, Oregon State University, O. E. Smith, director. Produced and distributed in furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30, 1914. Extension work is a cooperative program of Oregon State University, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Oregon counties. Extension invites participation in its programs and offers them equally to all people.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE FOR 4-H GUIDE DOG PROJECT:

Fill out the application and return it to the County Guide Dog Advisor or the County Extension Agent in the County Extension Service office. Soon after this, the County 4-H Guide Dog Advisor will interview you and your family and explain the 4-H Guide Dog Project. If your application is approved, it will be forwarded to Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc., at San Rafael, California. Your name will be placed on the waiting list and you will be notified as soon as a puppy is available. There is usually a waiting period and it is impossible to say how long the waiting period will be.

PLEASE DRAW A MAP SHOWING HOW TO REACH YOUR HOME FROM A MAIN HIGHWAY.

INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS: